
MARSEILLE BORELY - 30 June 

Race 1 

1. LESSLEPASSER - 1.5L second at Lyon-Parilly in similar contest three weeks ago. 

Switches to the track he shed the maiden tag at. Expected to give another bold 

showing. 

2. SAMEDI RIEN - Impressive 2.5L winner at Salon-de-Provence on debut sixteen 

days ago. Jumps up in grade but open to progress. Big chance. 

3. SOLID SPIRIT - First time starter from the Fabrice Vermeulen stable. Market check 

can guide. 

4. SECRET FEELING - Placed on all three starts so far and looks a smart prospect. 

Unfortunate not to win yet but has the ability to do so. Keep safe. 

5. ALMANZONE - Nicely bred filly by Almanzor. Yard can ready one so do not entirely 

rule out despite smart standard she faces first up. 

Summary 

LESSLEPASSER (1) was a good 1.5L second in a similar contest at Lyon-Parilly. 

Improving all the time and rates the one to beat. SAMEDI RIEN (2) maintains plenty of 

upside running out an impressive winner on debut. Can only improve and is easy to 

fancy. SECRET FEELING (4) placed on all three starts so far and is sure to win races. 

Threat to all. ALMANZONE (5) is a nicely bred contender. Each way chance on first 

career run. 

Selections 

LESSLEPASSER (1) - SAMEDI RIEN (2) - SECRET FEELING (4) - ALMANZONE 

(5)  



Race 2 

1. PAKISTAN TREASURE - Generally struggling this campaign and happy to oppose.  

2. SAYANN - Great record for this jockey but only mid-field at Salon-de-Provence sixteen days ago. 

Could easily improve. Each way hope. 

3. KARMOUTCHO - 3.5L fourth at Marseille Vivaux eleven days back. In a higher level but can progress 

again. Place claims. 

4. VILLA ROYALE - Won three starts ago but only mid-field since weights rise. Needs further 

progression. 

5. KENARTIC - 1.25L third at Marseille Vivaux two starts ago reads well. Generally an honest type but 

a place is likely to prove best.  

6. MONI - Uninspiring recent form figures and easily opposed. 

7. ALBUKHTURI - Returned to form with a 0.9L third at Salon-de-Provence. Back up in grade however 

and needs to improve again. 

8. GOLD ACCENT - Talented and consistent. Won only previous attempt at this track and has also won 

for this jockey. Conditions to suit. In the mix. 

9. LILY APPLE - Won two of last three starts and is thriving at present. Enjoys running at this distance 

and may well be able to defy another weights rise. 

10. ASTRACHEM - No better than mid-field since winning four starts ago. Needs more. 

11. AMETHYST - Nose winner at this track and trip 30 days ago. Upped in grade but will enjoy the return 

here. Shortlisted. 

12. KAL EL - Running with credit in defeat this campaign but needs more if he is to trouble the judge. 

13. ZAAMAR - Game 0.5L winner at Lyon-Parilly two starts ago. Outstayed over further when just 

missing the placings since. Drops back to preferred distance. Consider. 

14. TROU AUX BICHES - Well beaten on both starts last campaign and will need to resume in much 

better heart. 

Summary 

ZAAMAR (13) drops back to a preferred distance. Outstayed late at Salon-de-Provence and is drawn 

well. Finds a good race from a nice weight and is the one to beat. GOLD ACCENT (8) placed four times 

and won once from the past five starts. Talented and consistent so keep safe once more. AMETHYST 

(11) gamely held rivals for a nose victory at this course and distance. Could easily go back to back now 

returning here. LILY APPLE (9) has won two of last three outings. Thriving at present and should give 

another bold showing. 

Selections 

ZAAMAR (13) - GOLD ACCENT (8) - AMETHYST (11) - LILY APPLE (9)  



Race 3 

1. MANAROLA - Placed twice from three starts for this jockey. Has also made the frame twice at this 

track. Holds the ability and a potential threat to all. 

2. EXPLORAR - Lost his way last campaign and needs to resume in much better form if he is to factor. 

3. ARUM - Uninspiring recent form figures and happy to oppose at present. 

4. ROBIN DES PLAGES - Runs third up and should now be primed. However more is needed. 

5. NIGHT OF THE OPERA - Rates highly on best and is drawn well. Win record a concern however and 

a place will likely prove best. 

6. EMPIRIC - Won two starts ago and then good placed effort last month. Both of those came at this 

track and return here suits. Keep safe. 

7. MADE TO ORDER - Running consistently well in defeat this campaign. Each way hope. 

8. FIONA - 4L fifth at Lyon-Parilly nineteen days ago was a promising run. Drawn well and holds claims 

if able to improve again. 

9. DANZIG ISSUE - Disappointing efforts on recent outings this season and happy to oppose. 

10. RAISE THE STAKES - Promising reappearance but failed to build upon that in two runs since. 

Needs more. 

11. BISCAYA STORM - 2.5L victory at Marseille Vivaux in this grade eleven days ago. Has to carry 

more weight but do not entirely rule out. 

12. CHEEKY TRAOU LAND - Back to back victories earlier in the campaign and ran better than form 

figures would suggest the last twice. Each way player. 

13. EMPERATOR - Struggling recently and needs to re-find best form.  

14. STORM KATY - Has form in better grades than this in the past and has generally been running well 

this campaign. Modest win record a concern but holds claims. 

Summary 

EMPIRIC (6) is in great form at present having won two starts ago and placed since. Leading contender. 

MANAROLA (1) will find there is plenty in her favour here despite being a maiden. Remains unexposed 

and holds genuine winning claims. BISCAYA STORM (11) impressed when going clear for a win at 

Marseille Vivaux. This is only slightly tougher so expect another bold showing. STORM KATY (14) is 

consistent. Holds each way claims. 

Selections 

EMPIRIC (6) - MANAROLA (1) - BISCAYA STORM (11) - STORM KATY (14)  



Race 4 

1. MIRAGE REVE - 2.5L second over 1800m at Salon-de-Provence sixteen days ago. 

One to note for a top jockey.  

2. NAMASTE - Behind Mirage Reve when 5L fourth tackling 1800m at Salon-de-

Provence. Place claims.  

3. MIRAGE - 1.5L fourth in a 1600m claimer at Saint-Cloud just over three weeks ago. 

In the mix upped in trip.  

4. KEAT - Finished behind a handful of subsequent winners when 1.5L fourth over 

1800m here in April. Leading player. 

5. RAYMONDE - Well held on both career starts. Others preferred. 

6. SEIRY - Showed ability in both starts to date. Each way claims with further progress 

possible. 

7. MID APRIL - Moderate ninth at Cluny a month ago and more is needed in the first-

time tongue-tie. 

8. BUSINESS PLAN - One placing from six career starts but that did come over this 

course and distance. Not discounted. 

9. GIULIA D'AMOUR - Beaten out of sight in both starts to date. First-time blinkers 

require major improvement. 

10. CARRINE CARRINA - Showed ability in three career outings and not ruled out 

stepping up in trip. 

11. BLACK WHITE - Unraced gelding by Dabirsim. Market can guide. 

12. KICK GIRL - Unraced filly by Scissor Kick. Not ruled out if attracting market 

support. 

Summary 

KEAT (4) finished behind a handful of subsequent winners when 1.5L fourth over 

1800m here in April. Holds strong claims. MIRAGE REVE (1) produced a solid 2.5L 

second tackling 1800m at Salon-de-Provence. Rates a chance securing a top jockey. 

BUSINESS PLAN (8) may have more to offer revisiting this course and distance. 

MIRAGE (3) remains open to progress. Could improve upped in journey. 

Selections 

KEAT (4) - MIRAGE REVE (1) - BUSINESS PLAN (8) - MIRAGE (3)  



Race 5 

1. BIALYSTOK - Back-to-back seconds in this grade the latest when beaten 2L over 

this course and distance a month ago. Notable runner for a top trainer. 

2. NOT SO SILLY - 5.25L fifth behind a couple of re-opposing rivals over this track and 

trip 30 days ago. Should strip fitter and not discounted. 

3. TRUST ON HIM - Finished third in a class one conditions race over this track and 

trip three runs back but slightly below par since. Cannot be ruled out on best form. 

4. PERFECT - 4.5L sixth in a class two conditions race over 1600m at Lyon-Parilly 

nineteen days ago. Should strip fitter and may have more to offer upped in distance. 

5. AMAZONIE - 5L third behind two re-opposing rivals over this course and distance 

30 days back. Dangerous to dismiss having been supplemented. 

6. CHINCHILLY - Unraced filly by Rio De La Plata. Tough ask. 

Summary 

BIALYSTOK (1) finished ahead of AMAZONIE (5) when 2L runner up in this grade at 

this course and distance. This looks the key form to concentrate on. The former may 

prove tough to beat for a top yard while the latter is a stablemate who is respected as 

a supplemented runner. NOT SO SILLY (2) is lightly raced. Finished fifth in that event 

and may strip fitter. One to note. TRUST ON HIM (3) completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

BIALYSTOK (1) - AMAZONIE (5) - NOT SO SILLY (2) - TRUST ON HIM (3)  



Race 6 

1. OULALAH - 1L runner up behind Madame Babette over 1100m at Salon-de-

Provence in a similar claimer sixteen days ago. Respected. 

2. MADAME BABETTE - Bids for a hat-trick following a 1L success tackling 1100m at 

Salon-de-Provence just over two weeks back. Top chance. 

3. CARNET ROYAL - Finished behind some re-opposing rivals over 1100m at Salon-

de-Provence on debut sixteen days ago. Open to progress. In the mix. 

4. LILOU CHOPE - 12L ninth in a class two conditions race at this course and distance 

on debut a month ago. Not discounted in first-time cheekpieces eased in standard. 

5. MARFA - Well-held in a track and trip maiden six weeks back and more needed in 

first-time blinkers. 

6. FILLE D'AMERIQUE - Safely accounted for over 1100m at Salon-de-Provence on 

debut. More needed in first-time blinkers. 

7. JACINDA - Narrow success in a claimer over this trip at Agen 24 days ago. Key 

player for a good yard. 

Summary 

MADAME BABETTE (2) beat OULALAH (1) by 1L when the pair were first and second 

respectively over 1100m at Salon-de-Provence. The former might prove capable of 

upholding form as she bids for a hat-trick though the latter is respected once more. 

JACINDA (7) is unexposed. Produced a narrow success in a claimer tackling this trip 

at Agen. Holds strong claims representing a good yard. LILOU CHOPE (4) showed 

ability at this course and distance on debut. Cannot be ruled out easing in standard 

wearing first-time cheekpieces. 

Selections 

MADAME BABETTE (2) - OULALAH (1) - JACINDA (7) - LILOU CHOPE (4)  



Race 7 

1. CEDOU LE PECHEUR - Made all for a 1L success in a 3100m class three conditions 

race at Marseille Vivaux AW eighteen days ago. Leading player. 

2. OLYMPIC TROPHY - Running well of late including when second over this course 

and distance three starts ago. One to note. 

3. DAVOS - Showed ability in three starts to date and may have more to offer on 

handicap debut. 

4. HORNEGGLI - Narrow success over 2600m in a class three handicap at Marseille 

Vivaux AW 23 days ago. Shortlisted in first-time blinkers. 

5. VADELA - Made all for a narrow success over 2600m at Marseille Vivaux eighteen 

days ago. Not ruled out if replicating on turf. 

6. GEORGIA - Ready 4L victory in a 2500m claimer at Aix-les-Bains seventeen days 

ago. One to note back in a handicap on stable debut. 

7. GOLDEN CHARLIE - Two placings from seven starts but has the ability to find the 

frame on best figures. 

8. BECH RIVER - Found the frame in three of his ten career starts and may show more 

upped in trip. 

9. GENIALE - Finished runner up in her last three starts all coming at claiming level. 

Placed on both attempts over this trip. In the mix. 

Summary 

CEDOU LE PECHEUR (1) made all for a 1L success in a 3100m class three conditions 

race at Marseille Vivaux AW. Key contender in current form. GENIALE (9) previously 

delivered two placings from two outings over this trip. Warrants thought. GEORGIA (6) 

ran out a ready 4L winner of a 2500m claimer at Aix-les-Bains. Not to be ruled out 

revisiting a handicap on stable debut. HORNEGGLI (4) scored narrowly in a 2600m 

class three AW handicap at Marseille Vivaux. Shortlisted in first-time blinkers. 

Selections 

CEDOU LE PECHEUR (1) - GENIALE (9) - GEORGIA (6) - HORNEGGLI (4) 


